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Abstract: Last mile handover is the most problematic phase in the delivery process, while real-time
communication and dynamic scheduling are major problem areas associated with attended last mile
handovers. These problem areas need to be addressed holistically to facilitate efficient last mile
handovers. The aim of this paper is to report the design and functionalities of a decision-support system
which holistically addresses these problem areas. The functionalities of decision-support system
which addresses dynamic scheduling and real-time communication problem areas are discussed using
case studies. We conclude that a holistic decision-support system with multiparty communication
among the stakeholders facilitates improving customer satisfaction, business opportunities and
reducing operational costs for logistics companies.
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1. Introduction

Technological development has increased the competitiveness of retail markets due to the growth
of shopping over the internet [1]. It is estimated that the e-tailing market will reach an estimated value
of $1.4 trillion worldwide by 2020 [2]. The final leg of supply chain logistics, also known as the last
mile handover, which is concerned with the delivery and pick-up of products to and from consumers,
is one of the most difficult parts [3,4]. E-tailing allows purchases of products with low value as well,
which is not always sustainable for a retailer. High-volume handovers of low-value products make
it challenging for retailers and logistics companies to operate profitably [5]. It has been estimated
that the last mile handover costs can be up to 50% of the total logistical costs [6,7]. Currently in
attended handovers, by far the most common method of communication with the consumer happens
during the handover, which is risky as it can lead to missed handovers. Customer satisfaction and
business opportunities can be adversely affected if the logistics company misses the handover due to a
lack of real-time handover information or long delivery windows. This is further exacerbated due
to an increased number of consumers and competitive markets. Therefore, efficient and successful
attended handovers are critical to the success and sustainability of e-tailing [8]. Apart from increased
operational costs, last mile handovers also lead to congestion, noise and air pollution [9,10].

Two methods for last mile handovers are dominant: attended and unattended handovers.
Attended handovers need the consumer to attend the handover while unattended handovers are made
to a service point or automated parcel lockers [11,12]. According to an online survey conducted using
social networking sites, the majority of consumers were interested in attended handovers, making it an
attractive form of last mile handovers [8]. Attended handovers are also more problematic for making
profits when compared to unattended handovers, because of the route complexity involved in reaching
the handover locations and the necessity of a consumer being at home for the handover to take place.
However, the use of a single delivery truck can replace several vehicle trips of consumer handovers,
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which is economically and environmentally efficient [13–15]. The majority of the population in Western
countries are active in the labor market and are not available at home during the main delivery hours [5].
Since most of the handovers take place during general working hours, which are between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m., this is problematic for the consumers, leading to missed home deliveries [8]. It would be
expensive to have the handovers in the evening or after the main working hours. Therefore, real-time
information of handovers along with a short delivery window would enable the consumer to be at
home for a short duration, reducing the scope of missed handovers. The estimated time of arrival
(ETA) can be provided to the consumer to minimize the delivery window. Missed handovers can be
reduced if the consumer is able to provide an alternate handover location which is not too far from the
actual handover location. With the use of real-time information, the consumer can decide to use an
alternate handover location.

There are two major problem areas in attended last mile handovers. The first major problem
area for attended last mile handovers is related to the communication between the logistics company
and the consumer [16]. Poor communication affects the consumers’ willingness to pay for handover
services [17], as does low consumer satisfaction, long time windows for handovers and missed
handovers [18]. According to a study [19], 5% of consumers were unable to track the status of their
deliveries, 15% missed their home deliveries and 13% faced a delay in deliveries. Suppliers or retailers
are burdened with additional financial costs due to unsuccessful or returned deliveries [8]. Real-time
information on handovers must be communicated to the consumer. The second problem area is related
to simplistic scheduling, which leads to inefficient vehicle routing [16]. Drivers traveling to handover
locations based on their previous experience might not be optimal all the time. Therefore, the use of
optimized routes facilitates reduced operation costs. Similarly, with the use of real-time communication,
the consumer can choose an alternate handover location if they are not available at home. The handover
route should be dynamically updated for the driver. Algorithms such as a genetic algorithm and integer
programming can be used to generate optimized routes. An iterative search of optimized routes is
needed to dynamically update vehicle routing. The consumer might want to have the handover during
a particular time slot or at an alternate handover location, which increases the complexity in routing.
These problems lead to increased costs, pollution and a loss of business opportunities. Therefore, there
is a need for a decision-support system to enable real-time communication and dynamic scheduling.

Previous studies discuss solutions within the two problem areas, i.e., simplistic scheduling and
customer communication, individually with few or no connections to each other. However, the two
problem areas are dependent on each other and need to be addressed simultaneously to achieve an
efficient solution. A dynamic real-time information flow should be established between the stakeholders,
which are the retailer, the logistics company and the consumer [5]. Discussing functionalities related to
only one problem area does not facilitate achieving an efficient last mile handover solution. According to
our literature review, discussions of, or proposals for, a decision-support system which holistically
addresses the problems in last mile handovers are scarce in previous research. Therefore, the aim of
this paper is to report the design and development of decision-support system’s functionalities
which holistically address major last mile handover problems in customer communication and
scheduling areas. The holistic decision-support system is referred to as the Smart lAst mILe cOmmeRce
(SAILOR) system in this paper. The decision-support system facilitates making attended handovers
profitable by reducing operational costs and improving business opportunities. Encouraging attended
handovers would increase the market of online shopping. This paper also contributes to existing
literature by holistically addressing major last mile transportation problems, which is also beneficial to
logistic companies or retailers performing last mile activities.

This paper is organized in the following way: Section 2 discusses previous research on last mile
handovers; Section 3 discusses the resources and tools used in planning and designing the SAILOR
system; Section 4 discusses the used cases of SAILOR in addressing last mile handover problems;
the paper ends with a conclusion in Section 5.
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2. Literature Review

What are the common modes of handover employed by a couple of major worldwide retail giants,
such as Amazon and IKEA, who have already established well-connected logistic networks?
Amazon is a major e-tailing company, while IKEA is a major furniture store with physical stores setup
in various locations. Amazon has set up transportation hubs in densely populated areas to carry out
last mile handovers [20]. Despite the robust consumer service presence and logistic networks available
for Amazon, the majority of deliveries are unattended handovers made to pick-up points in Sweden.
IKEA consists of 31 centralized distribution centers around the world. Transportation between supplier
and distribution centers is well-planned and managed through a network of rail, road and air modes
of transportation. However, even IKEA encourages consumers to pick-up their products from the
store, which is facilitated by large parking areas. An additional shipping fee is charged if the consumer
chooses the attended handover option and the delivery window on the date of delivery in Sweden
is at least five hours. Therefore, attended handovers are either not supported, incur an extra charge,
or involve long delivery times. This may be due to the possibility of unsuccessful deliveries and
increased operational costs. There is always a risk of missed handovers due to the customer not
being at home, since the exact location of the customer cannot be ascertained. If the delivery is not
successful, the company charges again for the repeated handover, which is not appreciated by the
consumer, thus adversely affecting customer satisfaction. Logistic companies providing handover
services in rural areas lack critical mass, making it a challenge to operate profitably [21]. Unlike in
higher density regions, such as cities, large distances need to be traversed for handovers in rural areas,
and the increased vehicle delivery distance increases handover costs for the logistics companies.
There are other ways in which attended handovers can be made, such as crowd shipping,
where retailers use consumers to deliver products for other consumers [22]. The retailer offers discounts
to the consumers who make such deliveries. MyWays, in Sweden, and Walmart offer such services.
This kind of delivery reduces transportation costs for the delivery company and solves consumer
unavailability issues. However, crowd shipping is prone to theft and security issues and is therefore
unreliable. Drones have also been tested to improve last mile delivery for the future. The travelled
distance is reduced by using drones but there is no standard delivery procedure to handover a parcel [23].
The limited battery life of a drone and its vulnerability to hacking provide security implications which
need to be resolved.

Consumer communication is one of the major problem areas in last mile handovers. Lack of
communication with the consumer regarding product details and handover arrangements impacts
customer satisfaction. Therefore, involving the consumer in the delivery process and enabling real-time
communication would improve the planning of distribution and increase consumer satisfaction [8].
Enabling real-time information would facilitate providing ETA information to the consumer, which can
be used, for example, in reducing the handover window or delivery time. Consumer satisfaction with
the logistics solution provided is necessary in making handovers sustainable [24]. Therefore, the use of
alternate handover locations when the consumer is not available at home would facilitate reducing
missed handovers and improve customer satisfaction to a great extent. A near real-time communication
should be established to enable this functionality. The updated customer handover location should
also be dynamically updated to the driver in real time. Customer satisfaction can be improved
even by short-term measures, such as providing an estimated delivery date. Based on previous
literature, consumer preferences with respect to last mile handovers were dependent on four aspects:
delivery information with options, delivery fees, successful delivery and order tracking [25]. Delivery
information should be flexible with multiple available timeslots giving options to the consumer to select
a feasible handover window [26,27]. The option of time slots increases consumer repurchase intention.
Delivery fees affect consumer purchase patterns which can be dependent on the consumer’s budget
and time allocation [28]. Authors who discuss the use of delivery times in home delivery assume that
the consumer will be at home during the delivery [10,21,29,30]. The assumption is reasonable if the
consumers themselves choose the time window at their convenience. However, the choice of location
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and time restrictions proposed by the consumer can create complexity in vehicle routing, leading to
increased handover costs.

Successful delivery has a positive effect on consumer satisfaction [31,32]. However, up to 60% of
first-time handovers were unsuccessful, leading to increased costs and consumer dissatisfaction [33].
Missed handovers are a common problem during home deliveries, leading to unsuccessful transactions.
One reason for this can be that home deliveries are commonly scheduled over weekdays during
working hours and it is problematic for the consumer to attend the handover [8]. To avoid this problem,
logistics companies can schedule home deliveries after normal working hours, arrange weekend
deliveries, or facilitate delivery on a desired date [8]. However, this would lead to a higher expenditure
for the retailer and logistics company, even though it would mean increased convenience for the
consumer. An alternate handover location could be used to avoid missed handovers. This alternate
location could be a neighbor’s address, or a nearby location near the previously defined location. If the
alternate location is too far away it would delay the subsequent handovers and impose additional
operational costs for the logistics company and the retailer. The change in the location, time, route and
behavior of the consumer were analysed using regression models to estimate the reason for unsuccessful
deliveries [34]. The study found a higher number of unsuccessful handovers in urban areas compared
to rural areas. Similarly, the tracking of orders also increased consumer satisfaction, involving the
real-time information flow between the logistics company and the consumer [35]. Tracking can be
performed using GPS-enabled mobile communication devices. This paper does not discuss multiple
time slots and delivery fees, which can improve consumer repurchase intention.

The other problem area is scheduling, which deals with optimized routes. The use of optimized
routes would facilitate reducing vehicle distance and pollution. Vehicle restrictions and time-slot
limitations are critical components in planning efficient vehicle routing. There are several studies which
discuss vehicle routing problems and propose algorithms for scheduling handovers and reducing
transportation costs. Generally, vehicle routing for handovers falls under Travelling Salesman Problems,
with time windows where the driver visits multiple locations and hand over parcels. Optimized routes
to multiple locations need to be generated from the distribution center to reduce operational costs
for the logistics company. In urban areas, due to increased density, the delivery vehicle need not
travel for long distances to make handovers. However, in rural areas, the handover vehicle needs to
travel for long distances, and the use of optimized routes is important in reducing operational costs.
If the customer is not at home and an alternate location is given, the optimized route to the alternate
handover location is generated with the help of multiple optimization algorithms. An iterative
search of optimized routes is performed whenever there is a change in traffic situations or handover
locations. A near real-time communication between the consumer and driver is needed to dynamically
update the route. We shall now look at some of the algorithms discussed in previous literature.
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm and the Nested Monte-Carlo search algorithms were implemented
in [36], where public transport is integrated with private transportation in simulation. The results from
this study suggest that integrating public transport decreased vehicle travelling distance. However,
the use of public transport might not always be feasible, and the shortest path algorithm does not always
generate optimal routes for multiple stops. There can also be delays leading to missed connections,
which delay the handover. This mode of transport can be useful for small and medium-sized handovers
with large delivery windows. The use of large delivery windows affects customer satisfaction negatively.
In [26], an integer programming approach and continuous approximation are used for scheduling
last mile handovers. According to a case study in [37], a Genetic Algorithm (GA) and particle swarm
optimization algorithms were used to generate optimized routes. A GA was originally used to
generate the optimal value of organism’s survivability, while the particle swarm optimization is a
population-based random search algorithm. Therefore, a GA is the central algorithm used by the
reported decision-support system in this paper. In [38], a hybrid artificial bee colony and a simulated
annealing algorithm were used to generate optimized routes which perform better than a GA and an
artificial bee colony algorithm. Similarly in [39], a GA and memetic algorithm are used to generate
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optimal routes in a time-constrained delivery service, and the Gilmore–Gomory algorithm is used
to order the optimal routes. A combination of these algorithms would be feasible in generating
dynamic routing to multiple handover locations. The global retail companies with their sophisticated
logistics networks do not encourage attended handovers either, due to the involved complexities.
The previous literature discusses customer satisfaction, missed handovers, vehicle routing and
optimized routes. However, literature that holistically discusses real-time customer communication
and dynamic scheduling problem areas is scarce.

3. Planning and Design Model of the Solution System

The proposed holistic solution can serve as a decision-support system for drivers, consumers and
administrators of the logistics company or retailers. Integrating information flow between the
consumer and logistics companies or retailers would facilitate new business opportunities and
improve consumer satisfaction [5]. A survey was conducted with the users of a delivery company
to measure consumers’ acceptance of using a mobile application to improve communication.
The delivery company’s mean number of customers per month is approximately 215 and the survey
was sent to 120 consumers. The response rate was 55% where we reported the responses to two
questions. The first question asked whether the user was interested in using a mobile application to
obtain product details, delivery details and ETA information. As shown in Figure 1a, the majority of
the respondents were interested in accessing product and delivery details using a mobile application.
The second question asked whether the user was interested in changing the delivery address using a
mobile application. As shown in Figure 1b, majority of the respondents were interested in using a
mobile application to update delivery location. The short survey with the consumers indicates that
customer satisfaction can be improved by enabling communication between the consumer and the
logistics company using mobile applications.
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Figure 1. Consumer acceptance survey.

Once the design of the SAILOR system was finalized the requirements were given to the
development team. The SAILOR system serves as an open, service-oriented system, which enhances
dynamic multiparty interaction between the logistics company and the consumer, enabling coordinated
decision-making on an operational level for all parties. Since a real-time information flow should be
established between all the stakeholders, the use of mobile and web applications was incorporated into
the decision-support system as they are common tools of communication [1,5,40]. The use of mobile
applications was also accepted as a convenient tool for disseminating information based on the survey
results illustrated in Figure 1. The three developed modules illustrated in Figure 2 are:
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1. Driver and consumer mobile applications: These are android-supported mobile applications
which are used by the driver and consumer. The driver application is used to provide details
of scheduled orders and optimized routes to the handover locations. The driver application
provides optimized routes based on real-time traffic information. The consumer application is
used for details of the order in question, the estimated time of arrival (ETA) and managing the
handover location.

2. Web application and central server: The central server is the point of contact for mobile applications,
web applications and routing modules. The web application is used by the administrator to add,
manage or schedule order details. The orders can be exported into the SAILOR application using
a spreadsheet or Application Programming Interface (API). The SAILOR system does not handle
the purchase of products, but only facilitates the delivery process of these products.

3. Routing module: This module facilitates generating the optimized handover routes and scheduling
the added orders, based on the location of the handovers. Google APIs are used to obtain optimized
routes based on time and real-time traffic information. Therefore, the optimized routes can be
updated based on real-time traffic information.
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When the driver initiates the handover process in the driver application, the consumer receives
the ETA information in the customer application. Similarly, the driver receives the scheduled order
of handovers with the optimized routes. Communication between the mobile devices and the web
application takes place in near real time. However, this is dependent on good internet connectivity.
Lack of a good internet network would affect the real-time communication between the devices.

3.1. SAILOR Handling of Operational Problems

We conducted expert group interviews and workshops with development and logistics companies
to design the decision-support system, the SAILOR. Based on the group interviews and a literature
review, the major operational problem areas were identified for the logistics company and customers
and are given below. The SAILOR enables dynamic scheduling and real-time customer communication
to address the aforementioned operational problems.

3.1.1. Operational Problems for the Logistics Company

1. Missed handovers: If a customer is unavailable and this information is unavailable to the logistics
company, the driver travels to the handover location and waits for the customer. This leads to
time-wasting for the driver and increased fuel costs. The SAILOR addresses this problem by
allowing the customer to cancel/reschedule the handover using the mobile application.
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2. Lack of optimized routes: Traditionally, the driver navigates to multiple handover locations
based on experience. This can lead to increased fuel costs if the driver is unfamiliar with the
area of operation, or if the route taken to the handover location is not optimal. This occurs
predominantly in urban locations where there are dense road networks. The SAILOR handles
this problem by utilizing Google APIs for generating optimized routes to multiple handover
locations, based on real-time traffic information. The optimized routes are generated based on
travelling time. However, there can be cases where reducing travel time can increase fuel costs
due to traffic conditions. Nevertheless, we assume such cases to be minimal, as Google APIs
select routes based on real-time traffic information. Alternate routes are selected if the traffic is
very heavy or congested.

3. Dynamic scheduling of handovers: When there are multiple handover locations, the driver
chooses the order of locations based on experience, which might not be optimal, thus leading to
increased fuel costs. The ordering of handover locations in the SAILOR is based on route distance
and time generated by Google APIs enabling dynamic scheduling.

3.1.2. Operational Problems for Customers

1. Longer handover windows: The handover durations are from 4 to 9 hours, varying with different
companies. The customer must stay at home for these durations if they do not want to miss the
handover. The SAILOR provides ETA information of the handover, which is calculated using the
location of the driver, thus enabling real-time customer communication. In this way, the SAILOR
facilitates a shorter duration time for the customer.

2. Alternate handover location: If the customer is not at home it leads to missed home handovers.
Using the SAILOR, the customer can reschedule the order if they are unavailable using the mobile
application. The SAILOR also enables the customer to change the handover location before the
driver starts, and even when the driver is on-route to make the handovers. However, there are
limited conditions for changing the handover location while the driver is on-route. More details
about these conditions can be found in Section 4.2.

4. Use-Case Designs of the SAILOR System

The SAILOR system is a decision-support system where near-real-time optimal scheduling,
the dynamic management of orders and routing are provided for last mile handovers. Based on expert
group interviews and workshops, two use-cases were designed and developed. The use-cases consisted
of a sequence of interactions between the stakeholders, enabling customer communication and dynamic
scheduling. The first use-case deals with the management of scheduling problems. The second use-case
deals with the management of customer communication problem.

4.1. Use-Case 1: Scheduling and Management of Handovers

The SAILOR system facilitates the addition of new handovers before or during the handover
process using the web and customer applications. The driver application receives these handovers
along with optimized routes to the dynamically scheduled orders, thereby reducing the routing time
and operational costs for the logistics company. For instance, the vehicle is loaded with five parcels
(i.e., A, B, C, D and E) at the distribution center, which is located outside the city center, as shown
in Figure 3. The driver, after handing over the first two parcels, i.e., A and B, receives two new
handovers, Xd and Xp. Xd refers to the new delivery location, while Xp refers to the new pick-up
location. The new pick-up and delivery locations are scheduled with the remaining orders, along with
the optimized routes. Once a new handover is added, the routes are re-calculated and re-scheduled,
by calling Google API. Whenever there is a change in orders or handover location, the route is
dynamically updated.
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4.2. Use-Case 2: Consumer Communication and Alternate Handover Address

This use-case enables communication between the logistics company and the consumer.
It facilitates the improvement of customer satisfaction by providing product details, ETA information
and an alternate handover location. This feature does not eliminate missed deliveries completely but
should reduce missed deliveries due to improved communication and the use of an alternate handover
location. However, the consumer should be willing to use the application for utilizing the feature.
Since ETA information is provided by the system, the consumer is not required to be available for a
long time at their residence. The consumer gets the ETA information in the consumer application.
The consumer is then able to react to this information in the following ways:

i. Respond that the consumer is not at home, which will delete the handover from the route;
ii. State an alternative handover location;
iii. Do nothing and anticipate the handover.

If an alternative address is given, the system must re-calculate the route in which the new location
is considered. The consumer can change to an alternate handover location without any restrictions if
the handover process in not initiated. When the driver is on-route, the consumer is allowed to change
the address to a new location until 15 mins before the arrival of the handover vehicle, and within a
radius of 5 kms. For instance, as shown in Figure 4, there are five handover locations (i.e., A, B, C,
D and E) where the driver had completed handling parcels at A and B locations. When the driver
is on-route to location C, the customer at location D chooses an alternate handover location. If the
alternate location falls within the conditions, then the new handover location of D is accepted, and the
driver gets an update route map in the driver application. Operational costs and vehicle distances
are linearly proportional. Therefore, the use of optimized delivery routes is imperative in reducing
additional operational costs. The optimized delivery routes provided by the application are based
on travelling time and traffic conditions. Mid-sized and larger cities consist of larger road networks
and there are greater possibilities of alternative routes which reduce the travel distance. However,
a possible optimized route can lead to increased fuel costs due to congested traffic conditions. The use
of optimized routes might not be beneficial all the time, but they are the best possible way for reducing
fuel costs.
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company and the retailer using mobile communication devices. The SAILOR facilitates dynamic
scheduling by managing missed handovers, providing optimal scheduling and routing, which are
beneficial to the logistics company. Similarly, customer communication is enabled by providing
shipping details, ETA and alternate handover locations. A logistics company might already have
an enterprise management system in place to manage the purchased orders. The SAILOR system
can be integrated into their system using an API, or orders can be exported into the SAILOR using
a spreadsheet to avoid manually adding the orders. The SAILOR system manages the critical last
phase of the delivery by enabling communication between the stakeholders and dynamic scheduling.
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